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County Archivist’s Update 

With the latest government guidance this month we have been 
looking at ways to extend our services so that more people can 
access the West Sussex archives. As ever we are proceeding 
carefully to make sure that we keep everyone safe. From July we 
no longer have to quarantine documents for 72 hours before and 
after use which helps us to be more flexible. In August we are 
hoping to be open for 3 days a week (Tuesdays-Thursdays) with 
slightly longer opening hours although still maintaining the lunch 
time break to carry out the cleaning procedures and prepare for 

the afternoon. 

We are continuing to follow West Sussex County Council 
workplace guidance in taking precautions against the spread of 
the virus including regular hand washing, wearing face coverings 
and social distancing and we are asking our visitors to follow 
these procedures too. We are therefore retaining the same 
number of desks as before and asking people to pre-book to 
ensure a seat. Rather than increasing the number of desks at a 
time when hospital admissions are still rising and not everyone 
has been vaccinated, we are opening up access by increasing our 
opening hours. We will be monitoring everything with a view to 
increasing our hours further in due course. Details of these and 

future changes can be found on our website.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Researcher 

Shoreham Harbour c 1900 : 
West Sussex Record Office PH15698 (see next page) 



We are still working from home when we can in line with current County Council guidelines but 
continuing to answer enquiries and carry out the research service and digitisation work on site. 
Works are also being carried out to the building itself with roof refurbishments and the 
installation of solar panels on part of the roof. The electricity that is generated from the panels 
is now feeding directly into the supply for the Record Office. With the need to maintain a 
constant temperature and humidity in the strong rooms at all times our plant room houses four 
large air handling units and the power needed to support this equipment is much greater than 
that of normal offices. Being able to increase our sustainability measures is therefore really 

important and we will be able to monitor the power produced by the panels on a regular basis.  

Alongside our on-site services we have continued to develop our remote service offer. In June 
we launched the West Sussex Record Office YouTube Channel with a special episode of West 
Sussex Unwrapped Live on Sussex Day devoted to the South Downs National Park when we 
looked at archive films, maps, diaries and other records to tell the story of this much-loved 
landscape and the people who lived and worked there. An episode on Madge Turner and the 
Women’s Freedom League went live in July and we are planning to upload new content every 
month so do take a look and tell us what you think:  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2smJyhVNZCvPvrMLgEJpfA 

West Sussex Unwrapped Series Two comes 
to an end on 14 September with an episode 
devoted to the history of Sussex Cinema. To 
celebrate the completion of another successful 
series we will be hosting a special West 
Sussex Unwrapped Live event in the evening 
and I do hope you will be able to join us. Dr 
Frank Gray, the Director of Screen Archive 
South East, will be helping us explore the 
history of cinemas and cinema-going across 
the county since the early 19th century using 
our joint collections. Before this on 10 August 
you will be able to enjoy our feature on the 
history of Shoreham Harbour, with film 
footage of the shipping and the docks in 
operation in 1962 and archives dating back 
to the 1700s. This episode will look at the 

origins of the early harbour and how it grew over time including the development in the 1930s, 

the connection to royalty and the darker side of shipwrecks and smuggling.   

Our online Tuesday Talks programme started on 27 July with Treasures of the West Sussex 
Record Office in which I explored the stories behind some of my favourite archives in the 
collections. Future talks include Nichola Court on Shippams, Jenny Mason on the Queen Victoria 
Hospital Archive, Jo McConville on our Transatlantic Ties Project and Martin Hayes on the 

photographic history of Worthing. Full details can be found on our website.  

Our volunteers have been tremendous during the pandemic despite not being able to be with us 
in person at the Record Office. Nick has been busy developing and running our remote 
volunteer programme. During the first year between March 2020 and April 2021 volunteers 
carried out an impressive 1266 hours of work, with an average of 14 volunteers working on 
various projects each month. More recently they have embarked on the 1975 European 
Architectural Heritage Year Archive, preparing the catalogue information for this extensive 
photographic survey. Thanks to volunteer commitment, we have so far competed 35 parish lists. 

Visit to the Heath Cinema in Haywards Heath, 1928  
(Screen Archive South East) 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2smJyhVNZCvPvrMLgEJpfA
https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/leisure-recreation-and-community/history-and-heritage/west-sussex-record-office/whats-on-at-the-record-office/


WSAS Chairman’s Report - July 2021 

It is with some relief that this issue of the Researcher contains reports of events where members 
and their friends have been able to join together on a walk. An opportunity to socialise, an 
opportunity to re-kindle our interests in Sussex history, an opportunity to benefit from the 

expertise that we have amongst our membership. 

As you will see we are planning to return to ‘normal’ over the autumn. We have a stimulating 
programme on West Sussex Country Houses, for our annual conference at the Grange 
Community Centre, Midhurst on Saturday 25th September. I commend to you Sue Berry’s 
Country Houses of the Sussex Downs, the sixth volume in the ‘South Downs’ series published by 
The Sussex Archaeological Society and available to order from its website, sussexpast.co.uk. 

Sue is one of the speakers listed for our conference.  

In October, John Hilary will be talking to us at Balcombe about the Messel family of Nymans, 
his book From Refugee to Royalty, which I also commend, was caught up in the ‘Ever Green’ 
blockage of the Suez Canal though is now available through the publisher, Peter Owen, 
peterowen.com. In November, a member of our committee, Dr. John Godfrey, will be talking 
about Will Longstaff: Jackaroo, Soldier and Artist. Longstaff’s Menin Gate at Midnight is 
displayed at the Australian War Memorial in Canberra, but in 1932/3 he moved with his wife 
to West Sussex and died in Littlehampton in July 1953. His paintings capture the tragedy of 

war and also embrace the glories of the South Downs. 

These are optimistic threads to be held as we make our tentative passage though the Covid 
world. For each of us, understanding local history provides solace though our knowledge of how 
our ancestors managed their crises, inspiration through their efforts, humility at their strength 
and at the core of our understanding is our Record Office. Your committee is active in its 
consideration of how we might be more effective in our support whilst keeping true to our 
objects as a society of arousing and stimulating interest, fund raising, seeking out material of 
historical interest and engaging with each other to foster interest in the history of our local 

communities. 

We welcome your ideas, your contributions, your participation. Your energy and enthusiasm 
feed the West Sussex Archives Society as we acknowledge that the world we are moving into is 
different from that past we all think we know, as L.P. Hartley wrote in 1953, ‘The past is a 
foreign country: they do things differently there.” We need to accept this and begin to respond 
to the importance of the web and social media to facilitate communication, enhance 
participation and enrich our understanding. We might have to do things differently as we 

create our futures. 

I welcome your views – do share them with us via email: contact@wsas.co.uk 

Philip Robinson 

These vary considerably in length, detail and content. Some consist of a single page; others are 
over twenty pages. Altogether it is a unique collection of photographs which provide a snapshot 
of the buildings in towns and villages across West Sussex in the latter quarter of the 20th 
century. Once complete, this project will open up access to an archive that is currently little 

known about or used.   

Wendy Walker 

mailto:contact@wsas.co.uk


The Great War Memoir of Ralph Ellis - with Sue Hepburn 

In May, historian Sue Hepburn presented a riveting account, through Zoom, of the ‘The Great 
War Memoir of Ralph Ellis,’ published jointly by the Sussex Record Society with West Sussex 

Record Office in 2020. There were 31 active screens, some with more than one participant. 

Ralph’s Memoir could sit alongside Edmund Blunden’s Undertones of War, even Robert Graves 
Goodbye to All That. Each illustrates the ultimate futility of war yet commemorates the courage, 
sacrifice, and humanity of participants; the killing must stop, and differences resolved through 

respect, compromise, and forgiveness. 

Ralph Ellis was born in Arundel in January 1885, the youngest of seven children. He got 
married in 1910 and the couple went to live in New Barnet. Following the declaration of war in 
1914 Ralph was one of the first to join up, despite his being near the outer limit of the first 
tranche, 19 to 30 year olds: Ralph was 29. A factor, as Sue gently pointed to, could have been 
that the 15th Duke of Norfolk, Henry Fitzalan-Howard, Lord-Lieutenant of the County, was a co-
ordinator of recruitment locally and his father’s landlord. Ralph joined the 7th Battalion Royal 
Sussex, effectively the first West Sussex ‘Pals’ Battalion, and following training arrived in 

France in June 1915. 

Ralph started his memoir whilst on leave in 1916 and it eventually ran to five volumes [Add Mss 
25002 – 25006]. His paintings and drawings have a photographic quality, so much so that they 
could be used to pinpoint where German artillery was located and thus help direct the British 
response. The waste and weariness of war rests in his text, a text that is suffused with his love of 
nature and Sussex. Sue reinforced this point with extracts from Ralph’s text: 
“We marched on the bye ways, until we came again to the main road, with its border of tall trees, 
their high branches, faintly tinged with green, the spreading field to right and left, bearing a new 
verdure of fruitful growth, the earth sang, it was a great world to be in; and so we came to Lillers 
and rested again beyond, on a spur of high ground that was dressed in a gay little frock, the 
fashion of our Sussex Downs, of fine grasses and little flowers; and untired men, - boys, pack free, 
unable to rest awhile quietly, gamboled (sic), throwing clods of clean earth and grass at each other 

and laughed again”. 

This was the Spring of 1916 and the Battalion had just come out of the line for a period of rest. 
Sue has set Ralph’s diaries alongside the battalion diaries of the 7th Royal Sussex and not 
surprisingly at points they correspond and in parts diverge, reflecting in the case of Ralph Ellis, 

his various assignments, the memoir is his, not that of the Battalion. 

At the end of 1916 Ralph was commissioned as “Temporary 2nd Lieutenant” and received a 
short period of training before allocation to the 2nd Queen’s (Royal West Surrey) where he 
was appointed Intelligence Officer. In August 1917 he was wounded in his forearm and elbow 
resulting in the partial loss of use of his left arm. This injury was apparent in a photograph Sue 

showed of Ralph and his wife Gertrude as guests at a wedding. 

After the war he was able to register at the Slade School of Art in London from where he 
obtained certificates in Decorative Design and in Painting from Life and Figure Drawing. Ralph 
also earned the commendation from the Slade’s Professor of Fine Art, Henry Tonks, who had 
taught Stanley Spencer and Rex Whistler, and wrote, “I should not be surprised if he 

developed into a very good painter indeed.” 

Ralph and Gertrude returned to Arundel where Ralph was employed by local brewers Henty & 
Constable to design and paint signs for their pubs, including the Black Rabbit. He continued to 
paint landscapes of Sussex and died in May 1963. There is a blue plaque at the house in which 

he lived, 47, Maltravers Street. 



A Walk Around Oving Village - led by Susan Millard  

A small but select band of us gathered in the village hall car-park on a perfect afternoon – not 
too hot but sunny and dry. If I were to be picky I’d say that there was just enough sun to make 
taking photos on a mobile phone rather hit-and-miss, but other than that it could not have been 
better. Sadly Sue [Millard]’s audience was just seven of us – was that because it was a 

weekday rather than a weekend? Who knows! 

Sue took us on a gentle walk around the village ‘core’, explaining the evolution of the village as 
it is now and pointing out various prominent buildings that survive from the medieval/early 
modern past. We heard the story of how the new village hall came into being and the provision 
of ‘social housing’ to replace earlier cottages which had reached the point where they could not 

be brought up to a habitable standard. 

We heard stories of murder, early aviation fatalities, philanthropy on a grand scale and of the 
principal farming families and employers. We heard how Oving had to wait until 1980 to have 
its very own pub – the Gribble – named after the redoubtable Miss Gribble (later Mrs Hussey – 
but to name the pub by her married name might have led to a degree of misunderstanding!) 

after centuries of locals having to trek to adjoining parish hostelries.  

After passing the Gribble [sadly without imbibing!] we ventured further into the adjacent fields 
and I immediately felt transported back half a century to my Sussex childhood – narrow lanes 
flanked by thick-set hedges, no traffic or noise other than the rustling of grasses and birdsong. 
We saw where the White Horse Inn and the Tangmere Hotel had stood – nothing to see now 
and an odd sensation that what had obviously been a busy junction where people would have 
met up is now empty. In other villages such a location would have been swallowed up by new 

housing estates and yet more agricultural land lost, but here nature still reigns 

We then returned to the village core. Having seen the ‘new’ burial ground with the memorials of 
two early RAF/RFC casualties, we crossed the road to the church [St Andrews] where Sue 
pointed out the grave of the physician to the Duke and Duchess of Kent [parents to Queen 
Victoria] before we walked round to the other side of the building to see the 13th century 
‘priests door’ with not one but two scratch dials, set either side of the door case, and the front of 
the brick-built Manor House. We were introduced to the current incumbent who took us into the 
church and pointed out the highlights – the original stone altar slab, rediscovered a few 
decades ago and now re-positioned in the north transept, the two remnants of an earlier church 
set into one wall and the graffiti on several pillars, several of which were made by Alan Carr, 

son of the then Rector Thomas Carr, in the civil war period. 

Sadly I had to leave at that point to keep the peace with my dog-sitter, but tea was very kindly 

provided in the church for the group which was much appreciated 

Helen Whittle 

Sue’s enthusiastic, measured, and contextual talk gave a fascinating glimpse into the life of a 
principled and gifted artist, loyal to his community, his Regiment and his family, appropriately 
captured in the superb Sussex Record Society publication, The Great War Memoir of Ralph 
Ellis, Sussex Artist and Soldier, available from The Book Ferret, Arundel and from 
www.sussexrecordsociety.org.  

Prof. Philip Robinson 

http://www.sussexrecordsociety.org


Cruising through the Surrey and Sussex countryside 

We were warned to wear boots on the walk to the Wey and Arun Canal organised by Richard 
Mant on Tuesday 6th July. The nine of us had not gone more than a couple of hundred yards 
down Harsfold Lane, Wisborough Green, when the heavens opened and we had to shelter 
under a tree.  The rain soon over, the weather cleared and we enjoyed very pleasant walking 
conditions. The first thing of note was a bridge over the Kird or Green river, a tributary of the 
Arun, built in 1860 by John Dence of London replacing an earlier bridge a few yards upstream.  
After avoiding many puddles and lakes, we came to the canal at Harsfold Bridge. The original 
bridge at this point had collapsed so the farmer had just filled it in to make a causeway. The 
Wey and Arun Canal Trust have rebuilt the bridge with a lot of hard work from volunteers at a 

cost of £50K and it was opened in July 2020. 

We then turned northeastwards towards Billingshurst 
along a path and one would hardly know the canal was 
beside us, as the waterway was completely overgrown 
with rushes. This was an example of how quickly nature 
can take over. The canal was conceived some 200 years 
ago during the Napoleonic Wars to carry munitions from 
London to Portsmouth avoiding the perfidious French 
across the English Channel. The canal joins the the Arun 
Navigation, ( Pallingham to Newbridge) to the Wey 
Navigation south of Guildford, some 23 miles long. 
However the wars came to an end and the canal fell into disuse and was abandoned in 1871 
partly because the goods were now being taken by the railways.  It became derelict, nature 
took over and it was sold off. In 1867 J. B. Dashwood travelled the canal in his boat ‘Caprice’ 
and described the journey in his book “The Thames to the Solent by Canal and Sea”, a good 

read.  At one point they got stuck in the mud there being so little water in the canal. 

The Wey and Arun Canal Trust was formed in 1970 and its 3000 members are bent on 
restoring the canal to leisure use. We got to the outward end of our walk at Lordings Lock 
where we met Kevin Baker, Maintenance Manager for the Canal Trust with whom he had been 
working for 40 years. He described many aspects he had to deal with, providing many 
statistics, too many to mention here but they can be found at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Wey_and_Arun_Canal. He described how the Trust had to buy back much of the canal. In many 
cases the landowner gifted the land and the Trust paid the conveyancing fees. At Lordings Lock 
we were shown the ingenious solution to keeping the canal full of water by use of a water 
wheel powered by the river Arun, which passed underneath the canal at this point, to pump the 
Arun water back up into the canal. It has been restored at a cost of £8000, but Kevin has had 
to repair the shaft which has failed several times. One problem in restoring the many farm 
bridges is that modern agricultural machinery cannot negotiate the humpback profile of old 
arch bridges and they now need to be designed for 40 tonne loading. One restored arch 
bridge will have to be rebuilt to meet the new standards. Close to this bridge is a lock with 
sloping turf sides which is unusual and at the moment has temporary gates to deal with any 
floods that might occur.  We were also shown a modern milestone. It had originally been 
specified that there should be milestones at every half mile but none has survived.  While the 
canal will be maintained in the future by the Trust, the Arun is no longer maintained by the 
Environment Agency. We were encouraged to become members of the Trust so that they can 
carry on their good work. Afterwards we repaired to the Cricketers Arms in Wisborough Green 

for an excellent ‘tea and cakes’.  

Thanks to Richard for organising the walk.           Michael Leeming 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wey_and_Arun_Canal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wey_and_Arun_Canal


A walk around Chichester Priory Park - with Alan Green 

On a glorious shade seeking day, Alan Green led eight WSAS members and guests around a 
cornucopia of English History in Priory Park. From Romans to the Reformation, from Normans to 
water tanks, orchards to cricket, Priory Park, has always been a site of significance to Chichester 
and its region. There was never a Priory in Priory Park but rather a Friary, its chapel served as 
a town hall, but never a Guildhall, it’s been a private garden, a subscription garden and can 

now be regarded as Chichester’s ‘village green’ – open to all. 

The Park had been the Summersdale of the Roman City, where the ‘posh’ people lived. This 
discovery, Alan pointed out, benefitted from its undisturbed archaeology, undisturbed that is, 
except for the water tank installed in 1941 to store water for use in the event of fires following 
aggressive air-raids. Its motte (mound) is all that remains of the castle built by Roger de 
Montgomery to strengthen and consolidate the Norman conquest of England. In more recent 
times its vegetation provided seclusion for ‘courting couples’ and object of fun for curious 

children. 

The tentacles of the Mant family embrace the park as one William Mant was the Park Keeper in 
1881 and no doubt gloried in the Halstead windows that still grace the small keepers cottage 
adjacent to the park’s entrance from Guildhall Street. The present gates were installed in 1935 

and had previously guarded the new cattle market in Chichester. 

Though the park is splendid there are spots of benign neglect, indifference or disinterest by its 
current custodian, Chichester District Council. The Refreshment Room ceased to operate as such in 
1918 and though an attractive building it has boarded-up windows and is subject to vandalism. 
The latest iteration is for youths to climb its roof and displace its tiles and at some risk to 

themselves. 

The park has had a long association with cricket reflecting the interests of the Dukes of 
Richmond, what is less known is its association with international test cricket. The Chichester Priory 
Park Cricket Club (CPPCC)  supported an initiative taken by James Lillywhite, keeper of the 
Wheatsheaf Hotel in North Street to form and lead an All England team to Australia and its 
fixture against Melbourne in 1877 is regarded as the first test Match. Alan confirmed that the 
money earned from this tour allowed the CPPCC to repay those Cicestrians who had supported 

the venture. 

The tour was interlaced with reminiscences of a Chichester childhood including the way children 
would collect empty bottles and take them back to the corner shop owned by Alderman Stevens 
to receive the 2d deposit. Alan denied that he was part of an enterprising group who conceived 
the scheme of climbing over the rear wall of the shop, collect the stored empty bottles which 

were then returned through the front door for the deposit; a source of never-ending wealth. 

In traditional WSAS practice, the tour ended with a cup of welcome tea at Fenwicks Café and 
one could not help wondering why its enterprising owners had not been supported to reinstate 

the Refreshment Rooms to its original function. 

Alan Green’s book Priory Park Chichester. Its Story in 100 Objects is available from Kim’s 
Bookshop, South Street Chichester, or High Street Arundel. 

Philip Robinson 



Events Programme 

Saturday 25th September 2021 -  10am - 4pm 
WSAS Annual Conference: West Sussex Country Houses - See details overleaf and on our 
website www.wsas.co.uk 

10am-10:25am: The Grange Community Centre, Bepton Road, Midhurst, GU29 9HD 

Please make sure you provide emails for those attending when you send your booking slip.  

If Covid regulations prevent the conference taking place in Midhurst, the talks will be presented 
as a webinar on the same day. You will be informed and receive the Zoom login details nearer 

the time.  

Cost: members £25, non-members £30    

Saturday 30th October 2021 - 2pm 

WSAS Talk: From Refugee to Royalty - the story of the Messel family and Nymans,  
A talk by John Hilary 

2pm - Victory Hall, Stockcroft Road, Balcombe, RH17 6HP 

On 10 March 1763, the Elector of Hanover issued a Jewish Ordinance expelling all Jews from 
the county of Bentheim, close to today’s border with the Netherlands , one of those refugees 
was the great great grandfather of Ludwig Messel The Elector of Hanover was George III. On 
6 May 1960 a direct descendant of George III married a direct descendant of Ludwig Messel. 
A remarkable story that also created Nymans, one of the National Trust’s most frequently 

visited gardens. 

Cost: members £4, non-members £6    

Saturday 13th November 2021 - 2pm 
WSAS Talk: “Will Longstaff: Jacaroo, Soldier and Artist” a talk by Dr. John Godfrey 

2pm - New Millennium Chamber, Littlehampton Museum, Church Street, BN17 5EW 

Will Longstaff, a celebrated Australian war artist of the First World War lived in retirement in 

the Arun Valley and died in 1953 at 71 South Terrace, Littlehampton. In addition to The Menin 

Gate at Midnight, the work for which he is best known, Longstaff painted many views of 

Arundel and the Arun Valley, some of which will be on display during the talk. 

Cost: No charge but donations will be accepted in support of the Museum and Record Office  
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WSAS Event Booking Form 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Saturday 25th September 2021 -  10am - 4pm 
Annual Conference: West Sussex Country Houses 

10am-10:25am: The Grange Community Centre, Bepton Road, Midhurst, GU29 9HD 

Cost:  members £25,  non-members £30 
 

Names of members attending: _______________________________________________________ 

Tel No: ______________________  Email: _____________________________________________ 
 

Names of non-members attending: ___________________________________________________ 

Tel No: ______________________  Email: _____________________________________________ 
 

Amount paid (cheques made payable to WSAS): ________________________________________ 
 

Date of application:___________________________  Please return slip by Friday 17th September  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Saturday 30th October 2021 - 2pm 
WSAS Talk: From Refugee to Royalty - the story of the Messel family and Nymans,  
A talk by John Hilary 

2pm - Victory Hall, Stockcroft Road, Balcombe, RH17 6HP 

Cost:  members £4,  non-members £6 
 

Names of members attending: _______________________________________________________ 

Tel No: ______________________  Email: _____________________________________________ 
 

Names of non-members attending: ___________________________________________________ 

Tel No: ______________________  Email: _____________________________________________ 
 

Amount paid (cheques made payable to WSAS): ________________________________________ 
 

Date of application:___________________________ Please return slip by Friday 22nd October  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Saturday 13th November 2021 - 2pm 
WSAS Talk: “Will Longstaff: Jacaroo, Soldier and Artist” a talk by Dr. John Godfrey 

2pm - New Millennium Chamber, Littlehampton Museum, Church Street, BN17 5EW 

Cost: No charge but donations will be accepted in support of the Museum and the Record Office  

Names of members attending: _______________________________________________________ 

Tel No: ______________________  Email: _____________________________________________ 
 

Names of non-members attending: ___________________________________________________ 

Tel No: ______________________  Email: _____________________________________________ 
 

Donation amount paid (optional - cheques made payable to WSAS): ________________________ 
 

Date of application:____________________________  Please return slip by Friday 5th November    
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Return slips to: WSAS, c/o West Sussex Record Office, County Hall, Chichester, West Sussex, 
PO19 1RN  (Please note that we do not issue tickets or receipts for booking slips received.) 




